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(54) Gas turbine combustor having staged burners with dissimilar mixing passage geometries

(57) A gas turbine combustor (10) having a first
grouping (64) of pre-mix burners (12, 12', 12") having
mixing passages (36) that are geometrically different
than the mixing passages (38) of a second grouping (66)
of pre-mix burners (14, 14', 14"). The aerodynamic dif-
ferences created by these geometric differences pro-
vide a degree of control over combustion properties of
the respective flames (44, 46) produced in a down-
stream combustion chamber (40) when the two group-

ings of burners are fueled by separate fuel stages (52,
54). The geometric difference between the fuel passag-
es of the two groupings may be outlet diameter, slope
of convergence of the passage diameter, or outlet con-
tour. The fuel injection regions (16, 18) of all of the burn-
ers may be identical to reduce cost and inventory com-
plexity. The burners may be arranged in a ring (60) with
a center pre-mix burner (68) being identical to burners
of either of the groupings.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates to the field of gas turbine
engines.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Gas turbine engines are known to include a
compressor for compressing air; a combustor for pro-
ducing a hot gas by burning fuel in the presence of the
compressed air produced by the compressor, and a tur-
bine for expanding the hot gas to extract shaft power.
Diffusion flames burning at or near stoichiometric con-
ditions with flame temperatures exceeding 3,000 °F
dominate the combustion process in many older gas tur-
bine engines. Such combustion will produce a high level
of oxides of nitrogen (NOx). Current emissions regula-
tions have greatly reduced the allowable levels of NOx
emissions. Lean premixed combustion has been devel-
oped to reduce the peak flame temperatures and to cor-
respondingly reduce the production of NOx in gas tur-
bine engines. In a premixed combustion process, fuel
and air are premixed in a premixing section of the com-
bustor. The fuel-air mixture is then introduced into a
combustion chamber where it is burned. United States
patent 6,082,111 describes a gas turbine engine utilizing
a can annular premix combustor design. Multiple fuel
nozzles and associated premixers are positioned in a
ring to provide a premixed fuel/air mixture to a combus-
tion chamber. A pilot fuel nozzle is located at the center
of the ring to provide a flow of pilot fuel to the combustion
chamber.
[0003] The design of a gas turbine combustor is com-
plicated by the necessity for the gas turbine engine to
operate reliably with a low level of emissions at a variety
of power levels. High power operation requires greater
quantities of fuel making the lean pre-mix combustion
principle, and therefore emissions requirements, signif-
icantly more difficult. Low power operation conversely
challenges operational stability tending to increase the
generation of carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocar-
bons due to incomplete combustion of the fuel. Under
all operating conditions, it is important to ensure the sta-
bility of the flame to avoid unexpected flameout, dam-
aging levels of acoustic vibration, and damaging flash-
back of the flame from the combustion chamber into the
fuel premix section of the combustor. A relatively rich
fuel/air mixture will improve the stability of the combus-
tion process but will have an adverse affect on the level
of emissions. A careful balance must be achieved
among these various constraints in order to provide a
reliable machine capable of satisfying very strict modern
emissions regulations.
[0004] Dynamics concerns vary among the different
types of combustor designs. Gas turbines having an an-
nular combustion chamber include a plurality of burners

disposed in one or more concentric rings for providing
fuel into a single toroidal annulus. United States patent
5,400,587 describes one such annular combustion
chamber design. Annular combustion chamber dynam-
ics are generally dominated by circumferential pressure
pulsation modes between the plurality of burners. In
contrast, gas turbines having can annular combustion
chambers include a plurality of individual can combus-
tors, such as the combustor described in the aforemen-
tioned '111 patent, wherein the combustion process in
each can is relatively isolated from interaction with the
combustion process of adjacent cans. Can annular
combustion chamber dynamics are generally dominat-
ed by axial pressure pulsation modes within the individ-
ual cans.
[0005] Staging is the delivery of fuel to the combustion
chamber through at least two separately controllable fu-
el supply systems or stages including separate fuel noz-
zles or sets of fuel nozzles. It is known in a can annular
combustor of the type described in the aforementioned
'111 patent to provide fuel to the ring of main fuel burners
through two different stages, alternating the stages be-
tween adjacent burners around the ring. In this manner,
a degree of control is afforded to the operator to affect
the combustion conditions by independently varying the
amount of fuel supplied to each stage as the power level
of the engine is changed. The burners are symmetrically
staged around the longitudinal axis of the combustor so
that the flame produced by both stages is the same. Im-
proved performance is achieved by increasing the pow-
er level of the combustor primarily with one main fuel
stage as the second main fuel stage is kept at a reduce
fuel flow rate. Once the first stage is at full power, the
second main fuel stage is ramped up to full power. The
burners of both stages are identical, so the flame con-
ditions in the combustor are the same regardless of
which stage is the first stage to be ramped upward.
[0006] The demand to decrease exhaust emissions
continues, thus it is desired to operate a gas turbine en-
gine with little or no diffusion flame. The control of com-
bustion in a gas turbine engine becomes very challeng-
ing without the stabilizing effects of a pilot diffusion
flame. Improved techniques for controlling the combus-
tion conditions of a gas turbine engine are needed.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] A combustor for a gas turbine engine is de-
scribed herein as including: a plurality of main fuel sup-
ply pre-mix burners, each burner including a fuel injec-
tion region and a mixing region downstream of the fuel
injection region; a combustion chamber disposed down-
stream of the plurality of burners; a first main fuel stage
in fluid communication with a first grouping of the burn-
ers; a second main fuel stage in fluid communication
with a second grouping of the burners; wherein the mix-
ing region of a burner of the first grouping of burners
comprises a geometry different than the geometry of the
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mixing region of a burner of the second grouping of burn-
ers so that a property of a flame produced in the com-
bustion chamber by the first grouping of burners is dif-
ferent than a property of a flame produced in the com-
bustion chamber by the second grouping of burners.
The outlet end of the mixing region of the burner of the
first grouping of burners may be a diameter different
than a diameter of an outlet end of the mixing region of
the burner of the second grouping of burners, or the out-
let end of the mixing region of the burner of the first
grouping of burners may have a contour different than
a contour of an outlet end of the mixing region of the
burner of the second grouping of burners. The mixing
region of the burner of the first grouping of burners may
have a diameter constant along a longitudinal length;
and the mixing region of the burner of the second group-
ing of burners may have a diameter changing along a
longitudinal length. The mixing region of the burner of
the first grouping of burners may have a diameter
changing along a longitudinal length at a first slope; and
the mixing region of the burner of the second grouping
of burners may have a diameter changing along a lon-
gitudinal length at a second slope. The fuel injection re-
gion of the burner of the first grouping of burners may
be essentially identical to the fuel injection region of the
burner of the second grouping of burners.
A can annular combustor for a gas turbine engine is de-
scribed herein as including: a first grouping of pre-mix
burners alternately interspaced between a second
grouping of pre-mix burners to form a ring about a lon-
gitudinal axis; a first main fuel stage in fluid communi-
cation with the first grouping of pre-mix burners; a sec-
ond main fuel stage in fluid communication with the sec-
ond grouping of pre-mix burners; wherein a mixing re-
gion of each of the first grouping of pre-mix burners is
geometrically different than a mixing region of each of
the second grouping of pre-mix burners.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] These and other advantages of the invention
will be more apparent from the following description in
view of the drawings that show:

FIG. 1 is a partial cross-sectional view of two burn-
ers having identical fuel injection regions and differ-
ent mixing regions.
FIG. 2 is a plan view of a section of a combustor
having groupings of burners with different mixing
passage outlet diameters.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0009] A degree of control over the combustion proc-
ess in a gas turbine engine is accomplished by providing
fuel to groupings of burners through separately control-
lable fuel stages. The addition of a fuel stage adds ex-
pense for design, manufacturing and maintenance of

the additional equipment required. A typical prior art can
annular combustor may have a pilot fuel stage for pro-
viding fuel to a pilot burner and two main fuel stages for
providing fuel to alternate ones of a ring of main burners
surrounding the pilot burner. The present invention pro-
vides an additional degree of control over the combus-
tion process in such a multi-stage combustor without the
need for yet another fuel stage. This is accomplished by
providing aerodynamically different burners for each
main fuel stage.
[0010] FIG. 1 illustrates two pre-mix burners 12, 14 of
a combustor 10 having essentially identical fuel injection
regions 16, 18 but having different mixing regions 20,
22. The fuel injection regions 16, 18 each include a swirl-
er 24, 26 for imparting a swirl to the compressed com-
bustion air 28, 30 passing through the respective burner
12, 14, and a fuel injector 32, 34 for injecting a flow of
fuel into the compressed air 28, 30. One skilled in the
art may appreciate that the fuel injection regions 16, 18
may include other designs known in the art, such as a
combination swirler/injector, a fuel peg, inclined injec-
tors, etc. Furthermore, the fuel injection regions 16, 18
do not necessarily have to be identical. However, the
cost of a burner is dominated by the cost of the fuel in-
jection region components, and there is a financial ad-
vantage to keeping the fuel injection regions 16, 18 iden-
tical. In addition to the design and manufacturing costs,
there is a logistical and cost advantage to maintaining
a parts inventory wherein all of the main burners have
identical mixing regions.
[0011] The mixing regions 20, 22 of burners 12, 14
have respective mixing passages 36, 38 with different
geometries, thus providing different mixing parameters
to the respective mixing regions 20, 22. The result is that
the fuel/air mixture will have different mixing and aero-
dynamic properties as it exits the respective burners 12,
14 to enter the downstream combustion chamber 40 de-
fined by the combustor liner 42. Thus, the flames 44, 46
produced by the respective burners 12, 14 will have dif-
ferent properties. For example, the active combustion
region 48 of a first burner 12 may be shorter in an axial
direction along the fluid flow and may be located farther
upstream than the active combustion region 50 of a sec-
ond burner 14. Such differences may be further exploit-
ed with the addition of fuel staging. In particular, a first
fuel stage 52 may be used to supply fuel to the first burn-
er 12 and a second fuel stage 54 may be used to provide
fuel to the second burner 14. The combustion conditions
within combustion chamber 40 when the first fuel stage
52 is operated at X% and the second fuel stage is op-
erated at Y% will be different than the combustion con-
ditions within combustion chamber 40 when the first fuel
stage 52 is operated at Y% and the second fuel stage
is operated at X%. Combustion properties that may be
controlled by selecting the split of total fuel flow between
the two stages 52, 54 include temperature distribution
and dynamic pressure response. This degree of control
is not achieved by a prior art combustor using main fuel
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burners that all have the same mixing region geometry.
Furthermore, this degree of control may be achieved
while using fuel injection regions 16, 18 that are essen-
tially identical, i.e. they are formed of a plurality of parts
that are interchangeable and that are functionally equiv-
alent and that can be identified with the same part num-
bers for inventory purposes, with only ancillary parts, for
example attachment hardware, having differences ne-
cessitating different part numbers.
[0012] The geometric differences between the mixing
region 20 of a first main fuel stage burner 12 and the
mixing region 22 of a second main fuel stage burner 14
may take many forms. Mixing passage 36 has a con-
stant diameter along its axial length whereas mixing
passage 38 has a diameter that changes (converges)
so that the diameters of the respective outlet ends 56,
58 are different. The contour of the outlet ends 56, 58
may also be different. The converging diameter of mix-
ing passage 38 has a slope along its longitudinal length
with respect to its longitudinal axis, and that slope may
be changed between burners of different stages.
[0013] FIG. 2 is a plan view of a section of combustor
10 as it may be viewed looking upstream along a section
through combustion chamber 40. Combustor liner 42
has a generally cylindrical shape surrounding a ring 60
of burners disposed about a longitudinal axis 62, with
burners 12, 12' and 12" fueled from first fuel stage 52
being interspaced between burners 14, 14' and 14"
fueled from second fuel stage 54. Burners 12, 12',
12'" form a first grouping 64 of main burners and burners
14, 14', 14" form a second grouping 66 of main burners.
Groupings may include one or more burners in various
embodiments, and the number of groupings may be two
or more in various embodiments. Combustor 10 also in-
cludes a center pre-mix burner 68 disposed at the center
of the ring 60. Center burner 68 may be fueled by either
of the first fuel stage 52 or second fuel stage 54 or it may
be in fluid communication with an independent third
main fuel stage. The center burner 68 may have a fuel
injection region 16 that is identical to that of the burners
of the first and/or second groupings 64, 66, and it may
have a mixing region 20 that is identical to that of the
burners of either the first grouping 64 or the second
grouping 66. The center burner 68 may also include a
diffusion fuel stage, however, the degree of combustion
control provided by the arrangement of combustor 10
may effectively eliminate the need for a diffusion pilot
burner depending upon the requirements of the partic-
ular application.
[0014] While the preferred embodiments of the
present invention have been shown and described here-
in, it will be obvious that such embodiments are provided
by way of example only. Numerous variations, changes
and substitutions will occur to those of skill in the art
without departing from the invention herein. According-
ly, it is intended that the invention be limited only by the
spirit and scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A combustor for a gas turbine engine, the combus-
tor comprising:

a plurality of main fuel supply pre-mix burners,
each burner comprising a fuel injection region
and a mixing region downstream of the fuel in-
jection region;
a combustion chamber disposed downstream
of the plurality of burners;
a first main fuel stage in fluid communication
with a first grouping of the burners;
a second main fuel stage in fluid communica-
tion with a second grouping of the burners;
wherein the mixing region of a burner of the first
grouping of burners comprises a geometry dif-
ferent than the geometry of the mixing region
of a burner of the second grouping of burners
so that a property of a flame produced in the
combustion chamber by the first grouping of
burners is different than a property of a flame
produced in the combustion chamber by the
second grouping of burners.

2. The combustor of claim 1, further comprising an
outlet end of the mixing region of the burner of the
first grouping of burners comprising a diameter dif-
ferent than a diameter of an outlet end of the mixing
region of the burner of the second grouping of burn-
ers.

3. The combustor of claim 1, further comprising an
outlet end of the mixing region of the burner of the
first grouping of burners comprising a contour dif-
ferent than a contour of an outlet end of the mixing
region of the burner of the second grouping of burn-
ers.

4. The combustor of claim 1, further comprising:

the mixing region of the burner of the first
grouping of burners having a diameter constant
along a longitudinal length; and
the mixing region of the burner of the second
grouping of burners having a diameter chang-
ing along a longitudinal length.

5. The combustor of claim 1, further comprising:

the mixing region of the burner of the first
grouping of burners having a diameter chang-
ing along a longitudinal length at a first slope;
and
the mixing region of the burner of the second
grouping of burners having a diameter chang-
ing along a longitudinal length at a second
slope.
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6. The combustor of claim 1, further comprising the fu-
el injection region of the burner of the first grouping
of burners being essentially identical to the fuel in-
jection region of the burner of the second grouping
of burners.

7. The combustor of claim 1, further comprising:

the plurality of burners being arranged to form
a ring about the longitudinal axis; and
alternate ones of the burners about the ring
comprising the respective first and second
groupings.

8. The combustor of claim 7, further comprising a pre-
mix burner disposed at a center of the ring and in
fluid communication with a third fuel stage.

9. The combustor of claim 8, wherein the center burn-
er comprises a mixing region geometry essentially
identical to the mixing region geometry of the burner
of the first grouping of burners.

10. The combustor of claim 9, wherein the center burn-
er comprises a fuel injection region essentially iden-
tical to a fuel injection region of the burner of the
first grouping of burners.

11. A can annular combustor for a gas turbine engine
comprising:

a first grouping of pre-mix burners alternately
interspaced between a second grouping of pre-
mix bumers to form a ring about a longitudinal
axis;
a first main fuel stage in fluid communication
with the first grouping of pre-mix burners;
a second main fuel stage in fluid communica-
tion with the second grouping of pre-mix burn-
ers;
wherein a mixing region of each of the first
grouping of pre-mix burners is geometrically
different than a mixing region of each of the sec-
ond grouping of pre-mix burners.

12. The can annular combustor of claim 11, further com-
prising an outlet end of the mixing region of each of
the burners of the first grouping of pre-mix burners
comprising a diameter different than a diameter of
an outlet end of the mixing region of each of the
burners of the second grouping of premix burners.

13. The can annular combustor of claim 11, further com-
prising an outlet end of the mixing region of each of
the burners of the first grouping of pre-mix burners
comprising a contour different than a contour of an
outlet end of the mixing region of each of the burn-
ers of the second grouping of pre-mix burners.

14. The can annular combustor of claim 11, further com-
prising:

the mixing region of each of the burners of the
first grouping of pre-mix burners having a diam-
eter constant along a longitudinal length; and
the mixing region of each of the burners of the
second grouping of premix burners having a di-
ameter changing along a longitudinal length.

15. The combustor of claim 11, further comprising:

the mixing region of each of the burners of the
first grouping of pre-mix burners having a diam-
eter changing along a longitudinal length at a
first slope; and
the mixing region of each of the burners of the
second grouping of premix burners having a di-
ameter changing along a longitudinal length at
a second slope.

16. The can annular combustor of claim 11, further com-
prising a fuel injection region of each of the first
grouping of pre-mix burners being essentially iden-
tical to a fuel injection region of each of the second
grouping of pre-mix burners.

17. The can annular combustor of claim 11, further com-
prising a center pre-mix burner disposed at a center
of the ring and in fluid communication with a third
main fuel stage.

18. The combustor of claim 17, wherein the center pre-
mix burner comprises a mixing region geometry es-
sentially identical to the mixing region geometry of
each of the burners of the first grouping of pre-mix
burners.

19. The combustor of claim 17, wherein the center pre-
mix burner comprises a fuel injection region essen-
tially identical to a fuel injection region of each of
the burners of at least one of the group of the first
grouping of premix burners and the second group-
ing of pre-mix burners.
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